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Hydrogen: an energy trend flying under the radar 

Decomposing CO2 emissions: taxes work! 

Exponential decay in solar prices? 

 
 

Hydrogen: an energy trend flying under the radar (12 January 2022) 

• Transitioning from fossil fuels and meeting various climate goals will require a significant amount of energy substitution, 

creating risks and opportunities 

• According to the International Energy Agency, in 2021 hydrogen was the fuel source with the largest relative shortfall in 

investments required to meet net zero emissions goals — even though hydrogen capacity expanded more than fourfold in 

2021 

 

 

• The average production cost of hydrogen stands between 1.6 and 2.3 USD/kg, depending on the source of energy used to 

extract it. At these costs, hydrogen is already a viable replacement for diesel fuel in buses, trains, trucks and SUVs. Are 

investors missing a trick in their narrow focus on EVs? 

• Hydrogen is particularly attractive to complement the energy infrastructure in countries well-endowed with potential 

renewable energy sources — for example, offering a potential lifeline to Middle Eastern economies in a post-hydrocarbon 

world, as solar power plants and gas pipeline infrastructure can be retrofitted to handle hydrogen 

 

Can science alone save us from climate 
change? 

2 February 2022 

Kevin Loane 
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Decomposing CO2 emissions: taxes work! (19 January 2022) 

• Global emissions of CO2 have risen in almost every year since at least 1820, long-run data show  

• Global emissions per capita have also tended to rise, as our first chart shows, though not without interruption  

• If we look at emissions per unit of GDP the picture is more complex – they peaked in the early 20th century and have fallen 

since then, with the shift to more energy efficient forms of production accelerating after the oil price shocks of the 1970s, 

which were followed by structurally higher real oil prices  

• Emissions per unit of energy consumed continued to rise until the early part of the 21st century, however, though there are 

signs that they have fallen recently, at the same time as new forms of taxation have encouraged a switch to cleaner forms of 

energy  

• The more rapid improvement in energy efficiency that followed the oil shocks of the 1970s, combined with the recent switch 

to cleaner forms of energy, remind us that the market mechanism works – higher prices encourage behaviour change, 

eventually  

• To hasten the transition to net zero, a good part of the proceeds from higher carbon taxes should be ploughed into publicly 

funded R&D – something that has yet to take place at scale  

• Governments might also use some of the revenues from carbon taxes to compensate poorer households as energy prices 

rise – if they do go down this route, then economics textbooks tell us this is better achieved by direct payments to 

consumers, rather than by subsidies to producers, to avoid insulating the end user from the market mechanism 
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Exponential decay in solar prices? (26 January 2022) 

 

• Wary of provoking public dissatisfaction by imposing carbon taxes and other measures that could affect the cost or quality 

of life, many governments seem to be betting on rapid technological progress to meet ambitious climate targets 

• There is reason for optimism: the cost of solar electricity has fallen dramatically, and if positioned in the right (i.e., sunny) 

place it is cheaper than electricity generated from fossil fuels 

• If the rate of price decay was s s a     acr ss r   wabl s a     h r gr      ch  l g  s,  h     rgy  ra s      ‘c  l  sav  

 r ll   s’1 

• However, there are also reasons to be cautious: the history of semiconductor prices shows that the rate of decline in costs 

of new technologies is likely to ease eventually, and there has already been a flattening out in the rate of decline in solar 

prices 

• Moreover, solar has its lim  a    s ( .g.,  h  s      s ’  always sh    wh    l c r c  y  s       ), a   larg    c r a   y 

remains around the outlook for prices across other green technologies, including batteries and hydrogen, and how these 

will compare to fossil fuels 

• Solar prices may be the posterchild for renewables, but if the easing of price declines observed in solar and semiconductors 

occurs earlier than expected for other green technologies, then carbon taxes and other more costly interventions will be 

needed to ensure that climate goals are achieved 

 

 

 

Further reading: 

 

The bumpy road to climate transition 
 
 
Chart authors: Jonathan Ashworth, Andrea Zazzarelli, Brian Davidson, CFA 
 

 

1 https://www.inet.ox.ac.uk/files/energy_transition_paper-INET-working-paper.pdf  

https://www.fathom-consulting.com/research-notes/the-bumpy-road-to-climate-transition/
https://www.inet.ox.ac.uk/files/energy_transition_paper-INET-working-paper.pdf
https://product.datastream.com/dscharting/gateway.aspx?guid=bb5eef36-e644-4970-924a-7635a3b2530b&chartname=US%20PPI%2C%20semiconductors%20(log%20scale)&action=REFRESH
https://product.datastream.com/dscharting/gateway.aspx?guid=6a8e4652-5274-4237-84d5-a0309f7b385b&chartname=Utility%20mount%20PV%20costs&action=REFRESH
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In case you missed it, here’s last month’s round-up: 
 
Round-up: From UK corporate debt to Chinese housing glut 
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